Appearance-based Rejection Sensitivity Predicts Body Dysmorphic Disorder Symptoms and Cosmetic Surgery Acceptance
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Appearance-based Rejection Sensitivity (Appearance-RS) is the dispositional tendency to anxiously expect, readily perceive, and overreact to rejection based on one’s physical appearance. The present research examined associations among Appearance-RS, self-reported symptoms of Body Dysmorphic Disorder (BDD), and motivations underlying acceptance of cosmetic surgery among a sample of American college students. Appearance-RS predicted greater self-reported BDD symptoms and endorsement of cosmetic surgery for both intrapersonal and social reasons. Results remained significant even after controlling for appearance satisfaction, fear of negative evaluation, general rejection sensitivity, and depressive symptoms. This research therefore highlights the importance of considering individual differences in sensitivity to appearance rejection when examining body image disturbances, such as self-reported symptoms of BDD, and reasons for endorsing cosmetic surgery.
Physical attractiveness plays an important role in Western societies (Bartky, 2003; Calogero, Boroughs, & Thompson, 2007; Dion, Berscheid, & Walster, 1972). Physically attractive people are perceived more favorably and experience significant advantages in employment and in other areas of life than those who are viewed as less physically attractive (Berscheid & Walster, 1974; Eagly, Ashmore, Makhijani, & Longo, 1991; Hosoda, Stone-Romero, & Coats, 2003; Langlois, Kalakanis, Rubentein, Larson, Hallam, & Smoot, 2000). Individuals who fail to meet cultural standards of attractiveness are often teased, stigmatized, and discriminated against (Calogero, Herbozo, & Thompson, 2009; Crandall, 1994; Jones & Crawford, 2006; Puhl & Brownell, 2001) and may come to experience heightened sensitivity to rejection based on their physical appearance (Park, DiRaddo, & Calogero, 2009).

Although it is common for people to feel dissatisfied with their appearance from time to time, individuals who are sensitive to appearance rejection, or have high Appearance-based Rejection Sensitivity (Appearance-RS; Park, 2007), may experience appearance concerns that border on excessive and lead to distress or interference with daily activities. Specifically, individuals with high Appearance-RS may be at risk for displaying symptoms of more extreme forms of body image disturbance, such as that characterized by Body Dysmorphic Disorder (BDD). BDD involves an excessive preoccupation with a slight or imagined defect in one’s physical appearance that causes significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other areas of functioning (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Not only might individuals with high Appearance-RS report more BDD symptoms, they may also be more likely to endorse cosmetic surgery as a way to change their perceived appearance flaws. The current research offers a unique perspective to understanding BDD symptoms and reasons for accepting cosmetic surgery, by examining a new construct—Appearance-RS—that connects intrapersonal appearance concerns with interpersonal rejection concerns based on appearance.

Appearance-RS consists of an affective component (i.e., anxiety about how one’s appearance is perceived and evaluated by others) and a cognitive component (i.e., expectations of rejection based on one’s looks). The affective and cognitive components are theorized to interact with one another in a multiplicative fashion, such that anxieties about appearance rejection amplify cognitive expectations of rejection (Park, 2007). Individuals differ in their sensitivity to ap-
Appearance rejection, such that individuals with higher Appearance-RS are more likely to anxiously expect rejection based on their looks, whereas those with lower Appearance-RS are less likely to have this anxious expectation.

Appearance-RS influences how social information about appearance is perceived and processed. People with high Appearance-RS frequently notice others’ appearance, compare their attractiveness with others, and feel more alone and rejected when reminded of disliked aspects of their appearance (Park, 2007). High Appearance-RS participants prefer to avoid social interaction in general, even with close others, after receiving negative feedback about their appearance (Park & Pinkus, 2009). They are more vulnerable to mental and physical health risks, such as feeling badly about themselves when comparing their appearance with others, and exhibit symptoms of disordered eating (Park, 2007). High Appearance-RS individuals also feel more rejected and express greater interest in getting cosmetic surgery after recalling a time when they were teased versus complimented based on their looks (Park, Calogero, Harwin, & DiRaddo, 2009). Although this latter study provided initial evidence for a link between Appearance-RS and interest in cosmetic surgery, it did not examine specific motives underlying acceptance of cosmetic surgery, nor did it assess symptoms of more extreme appearance concerns, as is characteristic of BDD. Thus, extending prior research, the present study examined links among Appearance-RS, self-reported BDD symptoms, and motives underlying acceptance of cosmetic surgery among a sample of American college students.

BODY IMAGE DISTURBANCE AND BDD

Body image disturbance is a broad term that refers to cognitive, affective, and behavioral dimensions related to body image or appearance-related concerns and evaluations (Smolak & Thompson, 2009; Thompson, Heinberg, Altabe, & Tantleff-Dunn, 1999). To date, most body image studies have focused on body dissatisfaction, which represents the evaluative, affective component of body image disturbance. On the other hand, BDD represents a more extreme version of body image disturbance that is characterized by excessive

---

1. Appearance-RS is a continuous measure and should be viewed in relative versus absolute terms. For brevity’s sake, we use the terms high and low Appearance-RS in the present article.
cognitive preoccupation with a perceived flaw in one’s appearance, emotional distress, and impairment in daily functioning (Phillips, 1996; Rosen, Reiter, & Orosan, 1995). The cognitive preoccupation usually focuses on specific areas (e.g., skin, hair, face, nose), but can involve overall appearance as well (Phillips, McElroy, Keck, Pope, & Hudson, 1993; Phillips, Menard, Fay, & Weisberg, 2005).

People with BDD tend to engage in time-consuming appearance-related activities intended to conceal, monitor, or change their perceived defect, such as excessive grooming, frequent mirror-checking (or avoidance), attempting to camouflage a defect, comparing one’s appearance with others, and frequent reassurance-seeking from others regarding one’s appearance (Grant & Phillips, 2005). They are also likely to have frequent, intrusive thoughts about their perceived physical defect and may feel that their defect is being negatively evaluated by others (Phillips, 1996). Indeed, compared to healthy individuals, those with BDD reported more experiences of appearance-related teasing (Buhlmann, Cook, Fama, & Wilhelm, 2007) and avoided situations that made them feel vulnerable to potential scrutiny of their appearance (Buhlmann, Wilhelm, McNally, Tuschen-Caffier, Baer, & Jenike, 2002; Rosen & Ramirez, 1998). Buhlmann and colleagues (2002) also found that BDD patients, compared to normal controls, exhibited a negative interpretive bias for ambiguous body-related scenarios, social scenarios, and general scenarios. Although people with high Appearance-RS show negative interpretive biases for ambiguous appearance-related feedback, they do not show biases for ambiguous general feedback that is unrelated to appearance (Park & Harwin, 2010).

It is important to note that the studies reviewed thus far examined clinically diagnosed BDD patients; however, most of the studies examining BDD among college students assessed BDD symptoms using self-report measures, such as the Body Dysmorphic Disorder Questionnaire (BDDQ; Phillips, 1996). Rates of BDD symptoms among college students in the U.S., Australia, and Germany, as assessed by the BDDQ, range from 2.3% to 5.3% (Bartsch, 2007; Bohne, Keuthen, Wilhelm, Deckersbach, & Jenike, 2002; Bohne, Wilhelm et al., 2002; Sarwer, Cash et al., 2005). Consistent with the approach of these previous studies, we assessed self-reported BDD symptoms in the present research using the BDDQ. Specifically, we expected Appearance-RS to predict a greater degree of cognitive, affective, and behavioral symptoms that are characteristic of BDD.
Total cosmetic procedures (surgical and minimally invasive) increased by 882% between 1992 and 2008, with over $10 billion spent on these procedures in 2008 (American Society of Plastic Surgeons [ASPS], 2008). Over 12 million cosmetic procedures were performed in 2008, with approximately 44% of these procedures performed on repeat patients. Specifically, the ASPS reported that patients between the ages of 13 and 19 comprised 5% of all surgical procedures and 1% of all minimally invasive procedures, whereas patients between the ages of 20 and 29 comprised 16% of all surgical procedures and 5% of all minimally invasive procedures. These percentages generally converge with the handful of studies that have reported rates of cosmetic surgery among college students, which range from 3% to 6.4% (Delinsky, 2005; Sarwer et al., 2005; Sperry, Thompson, Sarwer, & Cash, 2009).

Variables that have been shown to be predictive of cosmetic surgery interest include intrapersonal factors, such as body image dissatisfaction (Brown, Furnham, Glanville, & Swami, 2007; Sarwer, Wadden, Pertschuk, & Whitaker, 1998a), basing self-esteem on appearance (Delinsky, 2005; Sarwer et al., 2003), attachment anxiety (Davis & Vernon, 2002), and having previous experience with cosmetic surgery (Swami et al., 2008). Social factors, such as appearance-related teasing (Sarwer et al., 2003), vicarious experiences of cosmetic surgery via family and friends (Brown et al., 2007; Swami et al., 2008), and internalization of sociocultural messages from media and entertainment industries (Sarwer et al., 2005; Sperry et al., 2009) have also been shown to predict cosmetic surgery interest.

In addition to these factors, researchers have theorized two broad motives for endorsing cosmetic surgery: intrapersonal motives (e.g., wanting to feel better about oneself) and social motives (e.g., wanting to please one’s partner; Pruzinsky & Edgerton, 1990). Recently, Henderson-King and Henderson-King (2005) developed and validated the Acceptance of Cosmetic Surgery Scale (ACSS) among American college students, to assess how the general population (i.e., nonclinical samples) feels about surgical routes to enhancing appearance. Specifically, the scale assesses intrapersonal and social reasons for accepting cosmetic surgery and the degree to which people would consider undergoing such procedures.
Consistent with previous research, we expected higher levels of Appearance-RS to predict greater consideration of cosmetic surgery. Moreover, because Appearance-RS is theorized to be rooted in concerns about interpersonal rejection, we hypothesized that Appearance-RS would be related to social motivations for wanting cosmetic surgery. Further, because Appearance-RS has also been linked to intrapersonal variables, such as low self-esteem and basing self-worth on appearance (Park, 2007), we hypothesized that Appearance-RS would be related to intrapersonal motives for wanting cosmetic surgery, as well.

In sum, the purpose of the present research was to examine the role of Appearance-RS in predicting self-reported symptoms of BDD and acceptance of cosmetic surgery in a nonclinical sample of American college students. We hypothesized that the more people anxiously expect to be rejected based on their appearance, the more likely they would exhibit self-reported symptoms of BDD and express greater endorsement of cosmetic surgery for both social and intrapersonal reasons. To test the unique predictive validity of Appearance-RS, we controlled for a number of variables that have been shown to be related to Appearance-RS or BDD; specifically, gender, appearance satisfaction, general rejection sensitivity, fear of negative evaluation, and depressive symptoms.

METHOD

PARTICIPANTS

A total of 349 students (221 women, 128 men) from Introductory Psychology courses at the University at Buffalo participated in the study for course credit. Because we were interested in associations between Appearance-RS and BDD symptoms, rather than symptoms of disordered eating, we excluded participants who indicated on the BDDQ that their main appearance concern was weight-related. Specifically, participants who responded with a 4 or 5 on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very often) to the question: “My main concern about how I look is that I’m not thin enough/I might get too fat” were excluded from analyses. Thus, the final sample consisted of 229 participants (123 women, 106 men) aged 17 to 46, with the average age being 19.30 (SD = 2.56).
MEASURES

*Appearance-RS Scale.* The original Appearance-RS Scale consists of 15 scenarios in which individuals might anxiously expect to be rejected based on their appearance (Park, 2007). For example: “You are leaving your house to go on a first date when you notice a blemish on your face.” Participants indicate their anxiety about being rejected based on appearance (e.g., How concerned or anxious would you be that your date might be less attracted to you because of the way you looked?) on a scale from 1 (very unconcerned) to 6 (very concerned) and their expectation of appearance-based rejection (e.g., I would expect that my date would find me less attractive) on a scale from 1 (very unlikely) to 6 (very likely). This scale has demonstrated high internal consistency, validity, and test-retest reliability (Park, 2007).

To reduce the length of questionnaires administered in this study, participants completed the brief, 10-scenario version of the Appearance-RS scale, which has been used in previous research and demonstrated high internal reliability (in this sample, $\alpha = .90$; see also Park, DiRaddo, & Calogero, 2009; Park & Pinkus, 2009). Appearance-RS is calculated by multiplying the degree of anxious concern with the degree of rejection expectation in each situation and then averaging across anxious expectation of rejection scores across situations for each participant. Participants possess high Appearance-RS if they score high on both the anxiety and expectation of rejection dimensions across situations. Thus, higher average Appearance-RS scores reflect greater sensitivity to appearance-based rejection. In this sample, average Appearance-RS scores ranged from 1.00 to 29.80.

*Personal Rejection Sensitivity.* The 8-item Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire (RSQ; Downey & Feldman, 1996) measures anxious expectations of rejection across situations in which participants imagine themselves making requests of others. For example: “You ask your friend to do a big favor for you.” For each situation, participants indicate their anxiety about each outcome (e.g., How concerned or anxious would you be over whether or not your friend would do this favor?) on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 6 (very much) and their expectation of rejection in the situation, from 1 (very unlikely) to 6 (very likely). Personal-RS scores are calculated in the same way that Appearance-RS is calculated, with higher average scores indicat-
ing greater Personal-RS. In this sample, average Personal-RS scores ranged from 1.00 to 29.62. The scale has good internal reliability ($\alpha = .80$ in this sample), construct validity, and test-retest reliability (see Downey & Feldman, 1996).

**Fear of Negative Evaluation.** Participants responded to items from Leary’s (1983a) Brief Fear of Negative Evaluation Scale (12 items; in this sample, $\alpha = .78$) on a scale from 1 (not at all characteristic of me) to 5 (extremely characteristic of me). Sample items were: “I worry about what other people will think of me even when I know it doesn’t make any difference” and “I am afraid others will not approve of me.” Higher average scores indicate greater fear of negative evaluation, with scores in this sample ranging from 1.58 to 4.67. This scale has demonstrated high internal reliability, construct validity, and test-retest reliability over a 4-week period (Leary, 1983b).

**Appearance Satisfaction.** Participants responded to the single item, “How attractive do you think you are?” on a scale from 1 (not at all satisfied) to 7 (very satisfied).

**Depressive Symptoms.** Participants completed the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D; Radloff, 1977) to assess depressive symptoms over the past week, using a scale from 1 (rarely/none of the time) to 4 (most or all of the time). Sample items were: “I was bothered by things that usually don’t bother me” and “I felt depressed.” The 20-item scale assesses all of the major dimensions of depressive symptomatology, including depressed mood, feelings of guilt, worthlessness, helplessness, hopelessness, loss of appetite, sleep disturbance, and psychomotor retardation. Higher average scores indicate more depressive symptoms, with scores in this sample ranging from 1.00 to 3.55. The scale has demonstrated good construct and discriminant validity and internal reliability (in this sample, $\alpha = .88$; Radloff, 1977).

**Body Dysmorphic Disorder Questionnaire.** Symptoms of BDD were assessed with the self-report BDDQ (Phillips, 1996). The BDDQ was intended as a screening instrument, not a diagnostic tool; a diagnosis should ideally be determined by a trained clinician in a face-to-face interview. Nevertheless, previous studies using the BDDQ have found that is an internally reliable and valid scale, is highly correlated with clinicians’ diagnoses of BDD, and has a reported sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 89% among individuals with a psychiatric diagnosis (Phillips, 1996).
We conceptualized BDD symptoms as a dimensional construct, because our interest was in examining the degree to which sensitivity to appearance rejection predicted self-reported symptoms of BDD, rather than diagnosing participants or determining categorically the presence or absence of such symptoms. Specifically, we examined the degree to which participants reported core features of BDD symptomatology as assessed by the BDQ, including cognitive preoccupation with appearance, appearance-related distress, and perceived interference in social or occupational functioning due to one’s appearance. The items were: I think a lot about my appearance problems; I wish I could think less about my appearance problems; I have been upset a lot because of the way I look; I am very worried about how I look; My preoccupation with my appearance has gotten in the way of doing things with friends or dating; My preoccupation with my appearance has caused me problems with school; and I have avoided doing things because of how I look. Participants responded to each item using a 5-point scale from 1 (not at all/rarely) to 5 (often/very often). Higher average scores indicate more self-reported BDD symptoms, with scores in this sample ranging from 1.00 to 5.00. The overall scale showed good internal reliability (in this sample, $\alpha = .89$).

**Acceptance of Cosmetic Surgery Scale.** Reasons for endorsing cosmetic surgery and consideration of cosmetic surgery were assessed using the three subscales of the Acceptance of Cosmetic Surgery Scale (ACSS; Henderson-King & Henderson-King, 2005). Previous research has shown that each subscale of the ACSS has good test-retest reliability, convergent and discriminant validity, and high internal consistency, with alphas ranging from .84 to .92 (Henderson-King & Henderson-King, 2005). Indeed, several studies to date have examined the subscales as distinct constructs when examining attitudes toward cosmetic surgery (e.g., Henderson-King & Henderson-King, 2005; Swami, Chamorro-Premuzic, Bridges, & Furnham, 2008). Because we were interested in assessing specific reasons for accepting cosmetic surgery, we collected data using the three subscales.

Sample items assessing social reasons (5 items, $\alpha = .92$) for cosmetic surgery were: “If a simple cosmetic surgery procedure would make me more attractive to others, I would think about trying it” and “I would seriously consider having cosmetic surgery if I thought my partner would find me more attractive.” Sample items assessing in-
trapersonal reasons (5 items, \( \alpha = .91 \)) for cosmetic surgery were: “People who are very unhappy with their physical appearance should consider cosmetic surgery as one option” and “Cosmetic surgery can be a big benefit to people’s self-image.” Sample items assessing consideration of cosmetic surgery (5 items, \( \alpha = .82 \)) were: “If I could have a surgical procedure done for free I would consider trying cosmetic surgery” and “If I knew there would be no negative side effects or pain, I would like to try cosmetic surgery.” Responses were made on a 7-point scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Higher average scores indicate greater endorsement of social reasons, intrapersonal reasons, and consideration of cosmetic surgery, with scores in this sample ranging from 1.00 to 6.80 for the social subscale and 1.00 to 7.00 for both intrapersonal and consider subscales.

RESULTS

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics and zero-order correlations among the study variables. For our primary analyses, we conducted a series of hierarchical regression analyses. At Step 1, we entered all of the control variables. At Step 2, we added the key predictor variable—Appearance-RS—and examined whether adding this variable significantly improved model fit. Because gender was not significantly correlated with Appearance-RS or any of the dependent measures, we dropped this variable from all regression analyses.

Table 2 presents standardized beta coefficients for each variable in each model. As hypothesized, Appearance-RS was significantly related to self-reported BDD symptoms, controlling for all other variables. Specifically, adding Appearance-RS to the model significantly improved model fit and accounted for approximately 9% unique variance in BDD symptoms. Also, as expected, Appearance-RS was significantly related to consideration of cosmetic surgery and to both social and intrapersonal reasons for endorsing cosmetic surgery. Specifically, adding Appearance-RS to the model significantly improved model fit for all three subscales and accounted for approximately 5% unique variance in considering cosmetic surgery, 6% variance in social reasons for endorsing cosmetic surgery, and 4% variance in personal reasons for endorsing cosmetic surgery. Overall, these results suggest that the more sensitive participants
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SD</strong></td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.34***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.55***</td>
<td>.32***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-.35***</td>
<td>-.30***</td>
<td>-.15*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>.38***</td>
<td>.35***</td>
<td>.34***</td>
<td>-.26***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>.56***</td>
<td>.20**</td>
<td>.46***</td>
<td>-.23***</td>
<td>.46***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>.27***</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.34***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>.16*</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.22**</td>
<td>.72***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>.25***</td>
<td>.17*</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.32***</td>
<td>.79***</td>
<td>.70***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Appearance-RS = Appearance-based Rejection Sensitivity; Personal-RS = Personal (General) Rejection Sensitivity; BDDQ = Body Dysmorphic Disorder Questionnaire; CS = Cosmetic Surgery. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
### TABLE 2. Results of Hierarchical Regression Analyses (N = 229)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) BDDQ</th>
<th>(2) Social Reasons for CS</th>
<th>(3) Personal Reasons for CS</th>
<th>(4) Consider CS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$s^2$</td>
<td>$sr^2$</td>
<td>$s^2$</td>
<td>$sr^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal-rS</strong></td>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Step 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.17*</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fear of Negative Evaluation</strong></td>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Step 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.32***</td>
<td>.19**</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appearance Satisfaction</strong></td>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Step 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.11*</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depressive Symptoms</strong></td>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Step 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.35***</td>
<td>.31***</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appearance-rS</strong></td>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Step 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.30***</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.33***</td>
<td>.28**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** Regression coefficients represent standardized betas. $s^2$ = squared semi-partial correlation, or percentage of variance accounted for by each variable in Step 2 of each model. BDDQ = Body Dysmorphic Disorder Questionnaire; CS = Cosmetic Surgery; Personal-rS = Personal (General) Rejection Sensitivity; Appearance-rS = Appearance-based Rejection Sensitivity. *$p < .05$, **$p < .01$, ***$p < .001$. 

Model 1: Step 1 $R^2 = .38$, $F(4, 224) = 33.78***$

Step 2 $\Delta R^2 = .05$, $\Delta F(1, 223) = 20.41***$

Model 2: Step 1 $R^2 = .04$, $F(4, 224) = 2.26$

Step 2 $\Delta R^2 = .06$, $\Delta F(1, 223) = 15.64***$

Model 3: Step 1 $R^2 = .03$, $F(4, 224) = 1.81$

Step 2 $\Delta R^2 = .05$, $\Delta F(1, 223) = 11.18**$

Model 4: Step 1 $R^2 = .04$, $F(4, 224) = 2.42*$

Step 2 $\Delta R^2 = .05$, $\Delta F(1, 223) = 12.59***$
are to rejection based on appearance, the more likely they are to report symptoms of BDD and to consider and endorse cosmetic surgery for both social and intrapersonal reasons.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

The present findings contribute to a growing body of research examining factors that predict body image disturbance and acceptance of cosmetic surgery. Notably, the current research is the first to demonstrate that individual differences in sensitivity to appearance rejection account for unique variance in self-reported BDD symptoms and endorsement of cosmetic surgery for various reasons. These findings remained even after controlling for appearance satisfaction, general rejection sensitivity, fear of negative evaluation, and depressive symptoms, thus supporting the unique predictive validity of Appearance-RS.

Social psychological factors have been theorized to play a role in the development of BDD (Phillips & Castle, 2002). For example, appearance-related teasing from family and peers is thought to be associated with BDD symptoms later in life (Phillips, 1996). To our knowledge, there have been only two published studies empirically linking appearance-related teasing with BDD. In one study, perceived appearance-based teasing was positively related to severity of BDD symptoms among a clinical sample of BDD patients (Buhlmann et al., 2007). Another study found that individuals with clinically diagnosed BDD reported frequent, distressing images related to early events that involved being bullied or teased about their appearance, or feeling self-conscious about their appearance (Osman, Cooper, Hackmann, & Veale, 2004). The present research extends this literature by demonstrating that anxious expectations of appearance rejection predict self-reported BDD symptoms and acceptance of cosmetic surgery among a nonclinical, college-student population.

Several items on the Appearance-RS scale reflect concerns about interpersonal dating situations (e.g., You are set up on a blind date. The date goes well and you like the person, but he/she has not called you for several days; You are at a dance club and all of your friends have been asked to dance except for you). This emphasis on interpersonal interaction may be especially important to consider when examining BDD symptoms, because individuals with BDD
are often single, anxious about dating, and likely to experience low relationship quality and social isolation (Phillips, 1996; Phillips, Menard, Fay, & Pagano, 2005). Indeed, people with BDD possess information processing biases regarding their perceived physical defects—they assume that other people notice their imagined or slight flaw in appearance and experience increased shame and decreased self-esteem that may serve to fuel their socially avoidant tendencies (Buhlmann & Wilhelm, 2004).

One way that people with high Appearance-RS may seek to alleviate anxieties about appearance rejection is to endorse cosmetic surgery procedures. Indeed, Appearance-RS predicted social reasons for accepting cosmetic surgery (e.g., to please one’s partner), consistent with prior research showing that sociocultural influences—such as feeling conditionally accepted by one’s peers based on appearance or feeling pressure to meet media appearance ideals—are associated with higher levels of Appearance-RS among college students (Park, DiRaddo, & Calogero, 2009). The present research also found that Appearance-RS predicted intrapersonal reasons for accepting cosmetic surgery (e.g., to boost one’s self-image, feel happier). Given that Appearance-RS has been linked to low appearance satisfaction, low self-esteem, and to basing self-worth on appearance (Park, 2007), it makes sense that people with high Appearance-RS would endorse cosmetic surgery as a way to improve their personal appearance, body image, and self-esteem (Brown et al., 2007; Delinsky, 2005; Didie & Sarwer, 2003; Sarwer et al., 1998b, 2003, 2005).

Such findings are also consistent with the idea that people living in Western cultures are highly motivated to maintain, validate, and enhance self-esteem and may go to great lengths to feel good about themselves and avoid feeling badly about themselves (Crocker & Park, 2004; Heine, Lehman, Markus, & Kitayama, 1999). The rise in BDD and cosmetic surgery interest in contemporary Western culture may also be linked to a growing preoccupation with materialism and exposure to mass media advertising that emphasizes outward appearance (Fawcett, 2004). Future research is needed to examine the generalizability of the present findings to other cultures, ages, races, and socioeconomic backgrounds.

A limitation of the current study is that we used self-report questionnaires to assess BDD symptoms. Without visual inspection of participants’ perceived appearance defects, one cannot conclusively determine whether or not a person has BDD. Indeed, according to the most recent version of the DSM-IV, three diagnostic criteria must
be met for a diagnosis of BDD: (a) preoccupation with a slight or imagined defect in appearance; (b) marked distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other areas of functioning; and (c) the preoccupation is not attributable to the presence of another psychiatric disorder (e.g., anorexia nervosa). In the present investigation, we did not diagnose BDD per se, but rather, predicted self-reported BDD symptoms, which reflect more extreme body image disturbances than is typically measured by body dissatisfaction scales. In fact, whereas some degree of body dissatisfaction is considered normative in college populations (Mishkind, Rodin, Silberstein, & Striegel-Moore, 1986; Rodin, Silberstein, & Striegel-Moore, 1984), more extreme types of body image disturbance are less common but more likely to impair daily functioning. Thus, the measurement of BDD symptoms in relation to Appearance-RS could be considered a key strength of the present study.

To assess BDD symptoms, we used the BDDQ, which is a well-validated screening tool among college students (Bartsch, 2007; Bohne, Keuthen, Wilhelm, Deckersbach, & Jenike, 2002; Bohne, Wilhelm, Keuthen, Florin, Baer, & Jenike, 2002; Sarwer, Cash, Magee, Williams, Thompson, Roehrig et al., 2005), and demonstrates excellent convergence with clinical interviews (Grant, Kim, & Crow, 2001; Phillips, 1996). Indeed, an advantage of the BDDQ over clinician-administered interviews is that BDD symptoms can be screened for when a clinician is not available. In addition, because people may be embarrassed or ashamed to publicly discuss their appearance concerns, completing a private, self-report measure may make them feel less self-conscious about disclosing such concerns. Furthermore, to distinguish between BDD symptoms and symptoms of other disorders, we controlled for depressive symptoms and excluded participants if they indicated that their main concern was their weight. Even after accounting for these factors, Appearance-RS was still significantly related to self-reported BDD symptoms. An important direction for future research is to examine whether the findings of the current study can be extrapolated to clinical BDD populations.

A second limitation of this research was its correlational design. Although it is certainly plausible that individuals with BDD symptoms may come to exhibit heightened sensitivity to appearance rejection, we think it is more likely that Appearance-RS may act as an antecedent to the more extreme preoccupation and distress over appearance that is often characteristic of BDD. Further research is
needed, however, to determine whether Appearance-RS predicts BDD symptoms over time, using a prospective design. In addition, we did not examine whether participants who expressed interest in cosmetic surgery actually sought cosmetic surgery. No studies to our knowledge have examined whether acceptance of cosmetic surgery actually leads individuals to seek or undergo cosmetic surgery. Rather, the majority of studies to date have examined either post-operative adjustment to cosmetic surgery or used cross-sectional designs to examine psychosocial motivations for cosmetic surgery among nonclinical samples and patients currently seeking cosmetic surgery (Crerand, Infield, & Sarwer, 2007; Didie & Sarwer, 2003; Figueroa-Haas, Champion, & Secor, 2008; Sarwer, LaRossa, Bartlett, Low, Bucky, & Whitaker, 2003; Sarwer et al., 1998a; von Soest, Kvalem, Skolleborg, & Roald, 2006). Thus, a direction for future research is to examine specific factors that may address the gap between attitudes toward cosmetic surgery and actually undergoing such procedures.

A third limitation of the present research is that we controlled for a selected set of covariates. Specific covariates were included in the analyses because they have been shown in past research to be related, empirically or theoretically, to Appearance-RS, BDD, and/or cosmetic surgery interest. Future studies could assess additional personality and/or sociocultural variables in predicting BDD symptoms and acceptance of cosmetic surgery, as well as examine other related behavioral or psychological outcomes. Researchers should also collect data on participants’ race and Body Mass Index (BMI) to include as covariates or potential moderators.

Overall, the present research found that the more people anxiously expected rejection from others based on appearance, the more likely they were to be preoccupied with their appearance and to experience greater appearance-related distress and interference in their daily lives. Appearance-RS also predicted greater consideration of cosmetic surgery as a way to change one’s appearance and was linked to both social and intrapersonal reasons for endorsing cosmetic surgery. Together, these findings suggest that individuals with high Appearance-RS may accept cosmetic surgery as a way to improve their perceived physical flaws, to potentially relieve excessive preoccupation with their appearance and the attendant distress and impairment that may accompany such preoccupation. Future research is needed to clarify further the causal links between Ap-
pearance-RS, BDD symptoms, and actual engagement in cosmetic procedures.
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